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Investigating 3D NAND Flash Read Disturb
Reliability With Extreme Value Analysis

Cristian Zambelli , Member, IEEE, Luca Crippa, Member, IEEE,AQ1 Rino Micheloni, Senior Member, IEEE,

and Piero Olivo

Abstract—The storage systems relying on the 3D NAND Flash1

technology require an extensive modeling of their reliability in2

different working corners. This enables the deployment of system-3

level management routines that do not compromise the overall4

performance and reliability of the system itself. Dedicated para-5

metric statistical models have been developed so far to capture6

the evolution of the memory reliability, although limiting the7

description to an average behavior rather than extreme cases8

that can disrupt the storage functionality. In this work, we val-9

idate the application of an extreme statistics tool, namely the10

Points-Over-Threshold method, to characterize the read disturb11

reliability of a 3D NAND Flash chip. Such technique proved that12

the die reliability characterized through extreme events analysis13

can be predicted using a low number of samples and generally14

holds good prediction features for distribution tail events.15

Index Terms—3D-TLC NAND flash, read disturb, reliability,16

points over threshold.17

I. INTRODUCTION18

MODELLING the reliability of the 3D NAND Flash19

memory technology [1], [2] is still an important task20

to be performed as a support for storage system designers21

dedicated to Solid State Drives (SSDs) or Multi Media Card22

(MMC) products development. Indeed, all the firmware solu-23

tions implemented in their controllers (i.e., the computing core24

of SSDs and MMCs) whose goal is mitigating the inherent bit25

error rate (BER) exposed in different storage working condi-26

tions (e.g., endurance stress, data retention at high temperature,27

etc.) are well founded on memory reliability models [3]. To28

this extent, dedicated parametric statistical models [4]–[6] have29

been developed so far to capture the evolution of the memory’s30

errors distribution through well-known statistical frameworks31

(defined as probability distributions) like Gaussian, Binomial,32

Poisson, Gamma, and so on. However, the large process-33

induced variability of the error characteristics in 3D NAND34

Flash devices [7] combined with an intrinsic difficulty in test-35

ing all the possible permutations of the memory working36

corners during lifetime and on a relevant statistical population,37
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could hamper an accurate description of the distribution upper 38

tail. It is worth to mention that on this part of the errors distri- 39

bution, the storage system designers spend a significant effort 40

to tailor the Error Correction Codes (ECCs) [8] strength and 41

the secondary correction schemes like soft decoding [9], [10], 42

Moving Read References [11], and even RAID [12]–[15]. 43

Therefore, the more precise and accurate is the model the less 44

is the probability to incur in storage performance slowdowns 45

due to improperly calibrated error correction techniques [16]. 46

In [17], we proposed for the first time to apply a parametric 47

model commonly exploited in extreme value analysis (EVA) 48

for natural sciences and econometrics to 3D NAND Flash 49

errors distribution upper tail modeling, namely the Point Over 50

Threshold (POT) method [18]. The work demonstrated the 51

potential of this methodology combined with the Generalized 52

Pareto Distribution (GPD) in the analysis of the read disturb 53

stress after data retention. We picked that memory working 54

condition since it is known to represent a critical use case in 55

data center applications for Big Data analytics performed on 56

cold data [19]. Starting from our previous work, we extended 57

the study in twofold directions: the first related to the char- 58

acterization and estimation of the read disturb also for hot 59

data scenario (i.e., read after many updates) mimicked by an 60

endurance stress, showing that it is not critical for the reli- 61

ability as in retention conditions; the second concerning the 62

cross-validation of the POT and the extension of its implemen- 63

tation with a three-parameters Weibull distribution. This will 64

demonstrate, with a proper confidence, that POT is a powerful 65

statistical tool to estimate the 3D NAND Flash die reliability. 66

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 67

A. Devices Under Test 68

The experimental activity in this work is based on the char- 69

acterization of an off-the-shelf sub-100 layers 3D NAND Flash 70

memory product implementing the Triple Level Cell (TLC) 71

paradigm (see Fig. 1). Such technology is considered, based on 72

its endurance and retention rating, as a mass storage medium 73

for enterprise SSD applications. The statistical sample under 74

investigation is composed by all the pages in every physical 75

layer of 40 memory blocks distributed on multiple dies and 76

chips to account for process-induced variability [7]. Since we 77

are testing a TLC memory, we consider all the page types in 78

the analysis (i.e., LSB-Least Significant Bit page, CSB-Center 79

Significant Bit page, and MSB-Most Significant Bit page). 80

Each page is sized 16 Kbytes plus the spare bytes exploited for 81
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Fig. 1. TLC 3D NAND Flash architecture considered in this work [17].

data recovery purposes in case of data corruption. However,82

state-of-the-art ECCs implementations [8] work on subset of83

the page dimension, generally referred as a codeword (CW).84

In this work, the CW size is 4 Kbytes plus the spare bits, so85

that every page is constituted by 4 CWs. The statistical sample86

under test is constituted by 184320 CWs.87

B. Test Flow for Reliability Assessments88

The execution of the test flows required to extract the exper-89

imental data to fit with the statistical models presented in the90

paper is performed by the automated test equipment (ATE)91

presented in [20]. The system interfaces with the 3D NAND92

Flash chips at a 400 MT/s data rate and allows, for any applied93

test, to measure the number of corrupted bits (also known94

as fail bits count or errors number) in each CW. We remind95

that a bit is considered corrupted after reading from the 3D96

NAND Flash under test if its value changes from what has97

been previously written as a result of a reliability degrada-98

tion process. Fig. 2 summarizes the test procedure performed.99

After the definition of the statistical sample under test, we100

write a random pattern on all the TLC pages (therefore on101

all the CWs) to rule out any topological dependency of the102

corrupted bits and perform a readout of the memory content.103

Then, the devices are submitted to an endurance stress up to104

the rated endurance of the technology (i.e., maximum num-105

ber of sustainable block erase before unrecoverable errors)106

using a JEDEC-based cycling test [21]. The test consists in107

3000 Program/Erase cycles at a 61 ◦C temperature for 500108

hours. After the stress we perform a readout of all the CWs109

under test and we extract the number of corrupted bits for110

each CW. A read disturb is then performed post-endurance by111

employing a 1000 uniform block reads access pattern [22] on112

all tested blocks and performed another readout for fail bits113

count extraction. Immediately after the end of the read disturb114

post-endurance stress, a data retention stress is performed by115

placing all the devices under test in idle for 90 days at a 40 ◦C116

temperature. A double readout is performed at the end of the117

test to separate the Temporary Read Errors (TRE) effect typ-118

ical of 3D NAND Flash architectures [23] from the retention119

stress results. Finally, an additional read disturb post-retention120

is performed and the fail bits count per CW are extracted121

accordingly.122

Fig. 2. Depiction of the test flow adopted in this work for the 3D NAND
Flash reliability characterization.

III. 3D NAND FLASH READ DISTURB 123

CHARACTERIZATION 124

We started the read disturb characterization on our devices 125

by evaluating the Empirical Cumulative Distribution Function 126

(ECDF) of the fail bits count extracted on all the CWs before 127

and after the read disturb stress post-endurance and post- 128

retention scenarios, as described in Fig. 2. For a given number 129

of fail bits equal to t in a sample x, the ECDF is defined as 130

the proportion of the values in x ≤ t. We prefer to use the 131

term ECDF rather than CDF since the latter one can be mis- 132

leading as it is usually referenced to a theoretical probability 133

distribution used to fit the experimental data, which is not our 134

case here. Unfortunately, due to confidentiality reasons on the 135

tested 3D NAND Flash samples we cannot disclose the ECDF 136

of the fail bits count, but we have to normalize the number 137

of corrupted bits on a CW to a defined entity. In this work, 138

we normalized the fail bits count with respect to the ECC 139

capacity offered by an advanced correction engine that incor- 140

porates secondary error correction schemes (e.g., read retry 141

and soft-decoding) as well [9], [10], [24]. 142

Fig. 3 shows that after endurance stress the read disturb gen- 143

erally increases the number of errors as expected from other 144

studies in this context [25], [26]. This behavior is related to an 145

over-programming of the memory cells that are not involved 146

by the read operation due a moderate voltage applied to uns- 147

elect them [27]. Looking at the median of the ECDFs per 148

page type it is observed that the CWs belonging to MSB 149

pages are those displaying the largest errors increase, even 150

if there are some CWs in LSB pages (those in the associated 151

ECDF tail) that are largely affected. However, the read disturb 152

post-endurance is not particularly detrimental for the reliabil- 153

ity since the ratio fail bits count/ECC capacity is well below 154

one and displays a sufficient margin for safe operation without 155

data corruption. 156

Fig. 4 shows the results of the same analysis replicated for 157

the retention domain. In the errors analysis we also reported 158

the ECDFs retrieved on the first readout of the memory blocks 159

under test to evaluate the impact of the TRE, as discussed 160

in the Section II of this work. We interestingly observe that 161

the read disturb applied post-retention can recover part of the 162

errors in a CW for all TLC page types. This has been explained 163

in [26], by a charge redistribution mechanism occurring during 164
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Fig. 3. ECDFs per TLC page type of the fail bits count normalized with
respect to the ECC capacity in post-endurance stress and after the applica-
tion of the read disturb. The ECDFs are extracted from all tested 3D NAND
Flash CWs.

Fig. 4. ECDFs per TLC page type of the of the fail bits count normalized with
respect to the ECC capacity in post-retention stress and after the application
of the read disturb. The effect of the TRE is also evidenced in the figure.

the read operation. From the reliability standpoint, we note165

that the retention scenario is the most critical to address since166

the ratio fail bits count/ECC capacity can be greater than one167

(especially for MSB pages), thus hampering the data recovery168

operations.169

Besides the errors’ distribution characterization according170

to the TLC page type, we analyzed what is the contribution of171

the topological position (i.e., the layer position in a 3D NAND172

Flash block) on the fail bits count after the application of the173

read disturb. Fig. 5 shows the results of this investigation for174

the read disturb post-retention test case. We focus on this stress175

condition since it is the one triggering the highest number176

of errors during tests. We can note a large error variability177

among layers in a single 3D NAND Flash block after the post-178

retention read disturb and on top of this, there is a large error179

Fig. 5. Fail bits count normalized with respect to the ECC capacity char-
acteristics per TLC page type as a function of layer position in a 3D NAND
Flash block after read disturb post-retention. The ECC limit is highlighted for
clarity with the black dashed line.

variation between LSB pages and CSB/MSB pages. This is 180

a critical aspect that should be tackled by a statistical model 181

developed to capture errors characteristics. Finally, to better 182

understand the role of the read disturb on the errors count 183

and therefore on the memory reliability we have calculated 184

the error amplification (EA) factor as: 185

EA(i) = ERD(i)

EPRE(i)
(1) 186

where i is the layer position in the block from 0 to N −1 with 187

N the number of layers exploited in the manufacturing of the 188

3D NAND Flash chip, ERD is the number of errors post-read 189

disturb and EPRE the number of errors pre-read disturb. The 190

EA is calculated both for endurance and retention test cases. 191

Even if the endurance case is the one showing the largest EA, 192

we must report once again that such scenario is not critical 193

for the memory reliability since the errors amount remains 194

always well below the ECC limits. On the contrary, even if 195

the EA is below unity for post-retention read disturb, there are 196

some critical conditions on which the errors count is higher 197

than the ECC capacity and are worth to be modeled for future 198

reliability considerations. 199

IV. STANDARD STATISTICAL MODELING APPROACH 200

The common procedure adopted for modeling the fail bits 201

count, and in general for all the parametric statistical frame- 202

works applied to 3D NAND Flash data, is to fit the entire 203

ECDF retrieved in a specific working condition. For our 204

study case this is after a read disturb stress performed after 205

endurance or after data retention at high temperature. The 206

advantage of such parametric approach is to achieve a rapid 207

estimation of the ECC capacity to cover errors and proven 208

to be useful in many cases. The statistical modeling of CWs 209

fail bits count distribution bases on the assumption that the 210

corrupted bits in a CW are treated as independent events. By 211

considering a CW length of n bytes, it is possible to calculate 212
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Fig. 6. EA factor for read disturb calculated as a function of the layer
position in the memory block in endurance (a) and retention (b) test cases.

the probability of having k errors in the CW exhibiting a BER213

p using the binomial distribution probability density function214

as in [4]:215

y = Perror(k|n, p) =
(

n

k

)
pk(1 − p)n−k (2)216

However, considering that in 3D NAND Flash technology217

n (equal to 4 Kbytes plus spare bits in our work) is relatively218

larger than k and p is usually lower than 2 × 10−2, the bino-219

mial approach starts to fail. Some alternative distributions like220

the beta-binomial [28], the Gamma [29], the Gamma-Poisson221

compound [6], or the Weibull [30] have been in considera-222

tion by the literature due to their capability in accounting the223

intrinsic variability of the memory technology. The easiest to224

calculate with software tools for numerical analysis are the225

Gamma and the Weibull distributions. The former is based on226

the following probability density function:227

y = Perror(λ|α, β) = λα−1

�(α)βα
e
−

(
λ
β

)
(3)228

where λ is calculated as n · p, α is the shape factor, and β is229

the scale factor of the distribution. The latter is:230

y = Perror(k|α, β) = β

α

(
k

α

)β−1

e
−

(
k
α

)β

(4)231

with α and β being the shape and the scale factor of the232

distribution, respectively.233

Unfortunately, due to the extreme variability characteristic234

of the fail bits retrieved in different locations of a 3D NAND235

Flash chip (see Fig. 5), both statical models (Gamma and236

Weibull) do not pass the χ2 goodness-of-fit test (p-value = 0).237

One may still argue that even if the models do not pass the238

test, they are still valid for predictions of the ECDF distribu-239

tion tails, whose practical applications are the selection of the240

ECC capacity to cover errors or the evaluation of the reliabil-241

ity margin. To this extent, we run a cross-validation test using242

a Holdout methodology where 70% of the CWs tested in the243

experiments are used for training the statistical models and the244

remainder 30% are used for testing its prediction accuracy. On 245

a total of 1000 cross-validation splits, none of them passed 246

the goodness-of-fit test. Analyzing the histogram count (see 247

Fig. 7) of the fail bits count/ECC capacity and the resulting 248

fits of the statistical models, we evidence an underestima- 249

tion/overestimation of the empirical data distribution, possibly 250

hampering the selection of the correct ECC capacity or its 251

margin. The Gamma distribution performs better with respect 252

to the Weibull, but still do not pass any statistical test. Same 253

considerations can be drawn by looking at the Cumulative 254

Distribution Function (CDF) modeled by the two statistical 255

models. As in 3D NAND Flash reliability modeling we are 256

mainly interested in the low probability tail of the errors dis- 257

tribution (i.e., extreme events), we need a framework capable 258

to handle only that part of the empirical data. 259

V. THE POT METHOD FOR READ DISTURB EVA 260

A. Introducing the POT-GPD 261

Motivated by this, we explored a statistical framework 262

related to EVA [18] that is commonly used in tail data anal- 263

ysis, namely the POT. By considering each 3D NAND Flash 264

CW as a sequence of i.i.d. measurements x1, x2, . . ., xn, we 265

can define as extreme events all the CWs that exceed a defined 266

error threshold u for which we can define an exceedance as: 267

{xi : xi ≥ u}. (5) 268

If the exceedances are labeled as x(1), . . ., x(k), it is possible 269

to define a threshold excess as: 270

yj = x(j) − u j = 1, . . . , k. (6) 271

From the probability theory it is proven that a random vari- 272

able Yi based on the threshold excesses follows a GPD [18]. 273

For a large enough threshold u, we can write its probability 274

density function as: 275

f (y) = σ−1
(

1 + ξy

σ

)−1−ξ−1

(7) 276

with the parameters ξ and σ being the distribution shape and 277

scale factors, respectively. 278

B. Threshold Choice 279

The most critical operation in POT-GPD statistical modeling 280

is the extrapolation of the best threshold to apply. The selec- 281

tion of an optimal threshold within a region of interest (ROI) 282

requires a bias-variance trade-off and a knowledge of the 283

ECC capabilities offered in the 3D NAND Flash data recov- 284

ery processes. If the chosen model threshold is too low, the 285

results are biased because of the model asymptotic assumption 286

being invalid. In other words, a too low threshold will result in 287

having exceedances not converging to the GPD, since the prob- 288

ability distribution is based on its capability of fitting extreme 289

events [31]. On the other hand, if the threshold is too high, the 290

variance is large due to few exceedances. In [32], it is stated 291

that the threshold must be high enough for the exceedances 292

over threshold to converge to the GPD, while the sample size 293

should be large enough to ensure that there are enough data 294
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Fig. 7. Gamma and Weibull distributions exploited to fit the fail bits count/ECC capacity distribution on all the CWs measured after read disturb post-retention
stress.

points left for satisfactory determination of the GPD param-295

eters. Additionally, in [33] it is evidenced that the standard296

practice when choosing a threshold, is to select the lowest297

threshold possible for which the limit model (i.e., the GPD)298

provides a reasonable approximation for the exceedances.299

A method to identify the correct threshold lies in the use of300

the mean residual life (MRL) plot combined with the stability301

plots of the GPD parameters. Concerning the former, the locus302

of points defined as:303

{(
u,

1

nu

nu∑
i=1

(
x(i) − u

))
: u < xmax

}
(8)304

where x(1), . . ., x(nu) are the nu CWs exceeding the threshold305

u and xmax is the largest of the xi, should be approximately306

linear in a ROI of u to define a proper threshold. For the latter,307

it is important to check whether the estimated GPD parameters308

are stable (i.e., constant) in the ROI, but after the following309

transformation of the GPD scale parameter [18]:310

σ ∗ = σ − ξu. (9)311

It is also important to check whether the threshold is mean-312

ingful for reliability investigations. To this extent, since all313

our fail bits count data are normalized with respect to the314

ECC capacity we decided to set the threshold u = 1. Every315

exceedance will therefore represent an unrecoverable CW316

and therefore a reliability concern in storage applications.317

Please note that in our study case we set the ECC capacity318

matching that offered by state-of-the-art correction engines.319

Retrospectively, we evaluated that such choice also grants a320

good number of exceedances where to apply the POT-GPD fit.321

Fig. 8 shows the validation of the threshold choice proce-322

dure for read disturb post-retention data. Since this scenario323

represents a critical case for the reliability, surely more than324

the read disturb post-endurance as evidenced in the previous325

sections of the work, we will base all our investigations on326

this corner.327

Fig. 8. (a) Mean residual life plot with a region of interest (ROI) highlighted.
(b) and (c) Stability plots of GPD parameters. The CWs data are from post-
retention read disturb tests [17].

C. Extending the EVA With POT-Weibull 328

The POT approach can be complemented with any probabil- 329

ity distribution that can embed the concept of threshold. The 330

GPD has been proven as one of the best statistical tools that 331

fits all the modeling excesses problems, although this is not 332

the only one. The Weibull distribution can be another viable 333

approach, but not in the form of eq. (4). Indeed, the threshold 334

concept must be included as in the following: 335

f (y) = β

α

(
y − u

α

)β−1

e
−

(
y−u
α

)β

(10) 336

where α and β are the same parameters defined in eq. (4), 337

and u is the threshold defined in the previous section. This 338

distribution is also referred as a three-parameters Weibull [34] 339

that we will use as a benchmark for the GPD. 340
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Fig. 9. (a) PDF and (b) CDF of the POT-GPD and POT-Weibull distributions
devised in the modeling of the read disturb post-retention CW exceedances
over threshold.

TABLE I
POT-GPD AND POT-WEIBULL PARAMETERS ESTIMATE ON READ

DISTURB POST-RETENTION DATA USING THRESHOLD u = 1

VI. ESTIMATING DIE-LEVEL RELIABILITY341

A. Fitting Process and Model Cross-Validation342

After the threshold choice process for read disturb post-343

retention data we evaluated the capability of the POT-GPD344

and POT-Weibull models to fit the exceedances of the CWs345

error distribution. In Fig. 9, we demonstrate that both the346

probability density function (PDF) and the CDF obtained347

through maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) well-fit the348

experimental data. Both models nicely describes the data. The349

estimated GPD parameters ξ̂ and σ̂ and the Weibull α̂ and350

β̂ are reported in Table I. We run a goodness-of-fit χ2 test351

with 0.05 confidence level to prove that the exceedances can352

be described with both POT approaches. The test passed with353

a p-value = 0.29 for POT-GPD and with a p-value = 0.21 for354

POT-Weibull (the higher the p-value the better it is), so there355

is no evidence to discard this statistical hypothesis.356

B. Calculating the POT Return Level357

We put the POT models at work to predict the die-level358

reliability of a 3D NAND Flash chip in the read disturb post-359

retention context starting with a limited number of blocks360

measured by our experimental setup. The goal of this pro-361

cess can be helpful as an example for system designers that362

requires a fast evaluation of the technological capabilities363

of the memory under test without requiring many empirical364

measurements.365

The POT-GPD method enables such reliability assessment366

through the return level evaluation [31], [33]. The return level367

and the return period are two important concepts in the POT368

theory, thus requiring proper introduction. If we define a return369

period N of a CW that is measured in quantity of 3D NAND 370

Flash memory blocks, the return level, x, is the threshold that 371

is exceeded in one memory block with probability 1
N . This 372

is equivalent to claim that the return level x is exceeded on 373

average once in N blocks. As an example, a CW with a fail bits 374

count/ECC capacity ratio equal to 1.1 has a return period of 3 375

blocks if and only if the probability of observing a CW whose 376

fail bits count/ECC capacity ratio higher than 1.1 in a block 377

is 1
3 . In the POT theory, the return period is calculated as: 378

N = number of CWs exceeding the threshold

total number of CWs measured in blocks︸ ︷︷ ︸
average number of exceedances per block

×m

︸ ︷︷ ︸
expected number of exceedances in m blocks

(11) 379

From the previous equation, it follows that N is the number 380

of events over threshold between the occurrence of two con- 381

secutive CWs, both with a return period of m blocks. Hence, 382

1
N (i.e., the return level) is the probability of observing a CW 383

with a return period of m blocks in one block. If we choose the 384

CDF F(x) of a specified probability distribution (i.e., the GPD 385

or the Weibull used in the POT method) and F(x) = 1 − 1
N , 386

then F(x) is the probability of observing any CW with a fail 387

bits count/ECC capacity ratio less than or equal to x in one 388

block. 389

Starting from that, we assumed that a 3D NAND Flash die 390

is composed by 3000 blocks and then we estimated the return 391

level per block in the case of the GPD distribution as: 392

xm = u + σ̂

ξ̂

[(
mζ̂u

)ξ̂ − 1

]
(12) 393

where m is the block number, ζ̂u is the probability to have an 394

exceedance when a threshold u is considered, and σ̂ and ξ̂ are 395

the estimated parameters of the GPD distribution. In the case 396

of a Weibull distribution the previous return level equation 397

becomes: 398

xm = u + α̂

[
log

(
mζ̂u

)1/β̂
]

(13) 399

where α̂ and β̂ are the estimated parameters of the three- 400

parameters Weibull distribution, respectively. 401

The results in Fig. 10 for read disturb post-retention mea- 402

surements evidence the return level to be expected for 3000 403

blocks also considering the 95% confidence interval for the 404

GPD and Weibull distributions parameters estimates. From 405

the return level analysis, we infer two results: i) the empir- 406

ical data falls out of the POT-Weibull return level confidence 407

interval for some points; ii) for a high number of blocks, the 408

POT-GPD provides an optimistic estimation of the return level 409

with respect to the POT-Weibull (lower fail bits count/ECC 410

capacity ratio) while providing a larger return level confidence 411

interval. We also run a cross-validation test using a Holdout 412

methodology where 70% of the CWs tested in the experiments 413

are used for training the statistical models and the remain- 414

der 30% are used for testing the POT models. On a total of 415

1000 cross-validation splits we report that the median p-value 416

of the POT-GPD approach is slightly higher than that of the 417

POT-Weibull, justifying the better prediction capabilities of the 418

former model. 419
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Fig. 10. Return level estimate for read disturb post-endurance of the POT-
GPD and the POT-Weibull model with 95% confidence interval.

Fig. 11. Boxplot of the cross-validation splits performed for POT-GPD and
POT-Weibull methods.

All these results clearly indicate that in mass storage420

application like SSDs and MMCs, where many blocks are421

considered for high storage capacity, advanced protection con-422

cerning the read disturb post-retention must be ensured since it423

is highly probable to encounter an unfavorable situation (i.e.,424

unrecoverable errors) in some of the blocks constituting the425

memory die. This requires additional effort at system level to426

mitigate the 3D NAND Flash error probability.427

C. Bootstrapping the POT Estimates428

Since the POT-GPD and the POT-Weibull parameters429

are obtained through an MLE process we had to retrieve430

their confidence interval through a bootstrap analysis of the431

parameters with 1000 replica of the exceedances’ dataset.432

A single bootstrap replica is a random sample of size nu433

defined as (x∗
1, x∗

2, . . . , x∗
nu) drawn with replacement from the434

exceedances population of nu samples retrieved with the pro-435

cedure described in the former section of this work. In this436

case, the bootstrap data set consists of members of the original437

data set, some appearing zero times, some appearing once or438

multiple times. Fig. 12 shows a quantile-quantile plot proving439

a normal distribution of the POT-GPD parameters on which440

Fig. 12. Bootstrap simulation on the GPD parameters by resampling 1000
times the exceedances CW in the read disturb post-retention dataset [17].

Fig. 13. Standard deviation in return level estimates depending on the chosen
resampling technique. Solid lines are read disturb post-endurance data whereas
dashed lines are post-retention.

it is easy to extract the confidence interval. Similar results 441

(not shown) are achieved for the POT-Weibull. Nevertheless, 442

we must report that this procedure has some issues in the 443

lower quantiles of the normal distribution. This is ascribed 444

to the MLE process convergence to a boundary point of the 445

parameters space for some bootstrap samples. 446

Finally, we tried another resampling technique to check if 447

we would achieve consistent results in the POT-GPD and 448

POT-Weibull parameters estimation, namely the Jack-knife 449

resampling. In this technique, if the original dataset of nu 450

exceedances is employed, the i − th jack-knife sample is 451

defined as: 452

x(i) = (x1; . . . ; xi−1; xi+1; . . . ; xnu) i = 1; . . . ; nu. (14) 453

A calculation of this method has been performed with a 454

commercial tool for matrix data manipulation. To compare the 455

prediction accuracy for both resampling technique we plotted 456

the standard deviation of the return level predictions as a func- 457

tion of the return level calculated with (12). As we can see 458

in Fig. 13, the jack-knife resampling provides the smallest 459
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standard deviation for estimates (there is a difference up to460

40 times at die level prediction) performed for read disturb461

post-retention. This result is attributed to a small variation of462

the new generated samples (the replica datasets differ for a463

single value). To this extent, Jack-knife resampling technique464

is not well suited to be used together with the POT approach,465

since generated replicas are not so different, hence, estima-466

tions based on these samples differ slightly and could lead to467

optimistic predictions.468

VII. CONCLUSION469

In this work, we validated the POT methodology as a tech-470

nique for EVA to be applied on a study case like the read471

disturb reliability modeling in 3D NAND Flash memories.472

The effectiveness of the model proven its applicability in473

die level reliability predictions of the number of errors per474

CW in an important scenario like the post-retention use case.475

The methodology could be beneficial for storage system level476

designers dealing with error mitigation schemes. In future, we477

plan to apply the methodology to consider other 3D NAND478

Flash reliability threats and to model extreme events in SSD479

platforms studied at architectural level.480
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Abstract—The storage systems relying on the 3D NAND Flash1

technology require an extensive modeling of their reliability in2

different working corners. This enables the deployment of system-3

level management routines that do not compromise the overall4

performance and reliability of the system itself. Dedicated para-5

metric statistical models have been developed so far to capture6

the evolution of the memory reliability, although limiting the7

description to an average behavior rather than extreme cases8

that can disrupt the storage functionality. In this work, we val-9

idate the application of an extreme statistics tool, namely the10

Points-Over-Threshold method, to characterize the read disturb11

reliability of a 3D NAND Flash chip. Such technique proved that12

the die reliability characterized through extreme events analysis13

can be predicted using a low number of samples and generally14

holds good prediction features for distribution tail events.15

Index Terms—3D-TLC NAND flash, read disturb, reliability,16

points over threshold.17

I. INTRODUCTION18

MODELLING the reliability of the 3D NAND Flash19

memory technology [1], [2] is still an important task20

to be performed as a support for storage system designers21

dedicated to Solid State Drives (SSDs) or Multi Media Card22

(MMC) products development. Indeed, all the firmware solu-23

tions implemented in their controllers (i.e., the computing core24

of SSDs and MMCs) whose goal is mitigating the inherent bit25

error rate (BER) exposed in different storage working condi-26

tions (e.g., endurance stress, data retention at high temperature,27

etc.) are well founded on memory reliability models [3]. To28

this extent, dedicated parametric statistical models [4]–[6] have29

been developed so far to capture the evolution of the memory’s30

errors distribution through well-known statistical frameworks31

(defined as probability distributions) like Gaussian, Binomial,32

Poisson, Gamma, and so on. However, the large process-33

induced variability of the error characteristics in 3D NAND34

Flash devices [7] combined with an intrinsic difficulty in test-35

ing all the possible permutations of the memory working36

corners during lifetime and on a relevant statistical population,37
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could hamper an accurate description of the distribution upper 38

tail. It is worth to mention that on this part of the errors distri- 39

bution, the storage system designers spend a significant effort 40

to tailor the Error Correction Codes (ECCs) [8] strength and 41

the secondary correction schemes like soft decoding [9], [10], 42

Moving Read References [11], and even RAID [12]–[15]. 43

Therefore, the more precise and accurate is the model the less 44

is the probability to incur in storage performance slowdowns 45

due to improperly calibrated error correction techniques [16]. 46

In [17], we proposed for the first time to apply a parametric 47

model commonly exploited in extreme value analysis (EVA) 48

for natural sciences and econometrics to 3D NAND Flash 49

errors distribution upper tail modeling, namely the Point Over 50

Threshold (POT) method [18]. The work demonstrated the 51

potential of this methodology combined with the Generalized 52

Pareto Distribution (GPD) in the analysis of the read disturb 53

stress after data retention. We picked that memory working 54

condition since it is known to represent a critical use case in 55

data center applications for Big Data analytics performed on 56

cold data [19]. Starting from our previous work, we extended 57

the study in twofold directions: the first related to the char- 58

acterization and estimation of the read disturb also for hot 59

data scenario (i.e., read after many updates) mimicked by an 60

endurance stress, showing that it is not critical for the reli- 61

ability as in retention conditions; the second concerning the 62

cross-validation of the POT and the extension of its implemen- 63

tation with a three-parameters Weibull distribution. This will 64

demonstrate, with a proper confidence, that POT is a powerful 65

statistical tool to estimate the 3D NAND Flash die reliability. 66

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 67

A. Devices Under Test 68

The experimental activity in this work is based on the char- 69

acterization of an off-the-shelf sub-100 layers 3D NAND Flash 70

memory product implementing the Triple Level Cell (TLC) 71

paradigm (see Fig. 1). Such technology is considered, based on 72

its endurance and retention rating, as a mass storage medium 73

for enterprise SSD applications. The statistical sample under 74

investigation is composed by all the pages in every physical 75

layer of 40 memory blocks distributed on multiple dies and 76

chips to account for process-induced variability [7]. Since we 77

are testing a TLC memory, we consider all the page types in 78

the analysis (i.e., LSB-Least Significant Bit page, CSB-Center 79

Significant Bit page, and MSB-Most Significant Bit page). 80

Each page is sized 16 Kbytes plus the spare bytes exploited for 81

1530-4388 c© 2021 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See https://www.ieee.org/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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Fig. 1. TLC 3D NAND Flash architecture considered in this work [17].

data recovery purposes in case of data corruption. However,82

state-of-the-art ECCs implementations [8] work on subset of83

the page dimension, generally referred as a codeword (CW).84

In this work, the CW size is 4 Kbytes plus the spare bits, so85

that every page is constituted by 4 CWs. The statistical sample86

under test is constituted by 184320 CWs.87

B. Test Flow for Reliability Assessments88

The execution of the test flows required to extract the exper-89

imental data to fit with the statistical models presented in the90

paper is performed by the automated test equipment (ATE)91

presented in [20]. The system interfaces with the 3D NAND92

Flash chips at a 400 MT/s data rate and allows, for any applied93

test, to measure the number of corrupted bits (also known94

as fail bits count or errors number) in each CW. We remind95

that a bit is considered corrupted after reading from the 3D96

NAND Flash under test if its value changes from what has97

been previously written as a result of a reliability degrada-98

tion process. Fig. 2 summarizes the test procedure performed.99

After the definition of the statistical sample under test, we100

write a random pattern on all the TLC pages (therefore on101

all the CWs) to rule out any topological dependency of the102

corrupted bits and perform a readout of the memory content.103

Then, the devices are submitted to an endurance stress up to104

the rated endurance of the technology (i.e., maximum num-105

ber of sustainable block erase before unrecoverable errors)106

using a JEDEC-based cycling test [21]. The test consists in107

3000 Program/Erase cycles at a 61 ◦C temperature for 500108

hours. After the stress we perform a readout of all the CWs109

under test and we extract the number of corrupted bits for110

each CW. A read disturb is then performed post-endurance by111

employing a 1000 uniform block reads access pattern [22] on112

all tested blocks and performed another readout for fail bits113

count extraction. Immediately after the end of the read disturb114

post-endurance stress, a data retention stress is performed by115

placing all the devices under test in idle for 90 days at a 40 ◦C116

temperature. A double readout is performed at the end of the117

test to separate the Temporary Read Errors (TRE) effect typ-118

ical of 3D NAND Flash architectures [23] from the retention119

stress results. Finally, an additional read disturb post-retention120

is performed and the fail bits count per CW are extracted121

accordingly.122

Fig. 2. Depiction of the test flow adopted in this work for the 3D NAND
Flash reliability characterization.

III. 3D NAND FLASH READ DISTURB 123

CHARACTERIZATION 124

We started the read disturb characterization on our devices 125

by evaluating the Empirical Cumulative Distribution Function 126

(ECDF) of the fail bits count extracted on all the CWs before 127

and after the read disturb stress post-endurance and post- 128

retention scenarios, as described in Fig. 2. For a given number 129

of fail bits equal to t in a sample x, the ECDF is defined as 130

the proportion of the values in x ≤ t. We prefer to use the 131

term ECDF rather than CDF since the latter one can be mis- 132

leading as it is usually referenced to a theoretical probability 133

distribution used to fit the experimental data, which is not our 134

case here. Unfortunately, due to confidentiality reasons on the 135

tested 3D NAND Flash samples we cannot disclose the ECDF 136

of the fail bits count, but we have to normalize the number 137

of corrupted bits on a CW to a defined entity. In this work, 138

we normalized the fail bits count with respect to the ECC 139

capacity offered by an advanced correction engine that incor- 140

porates secondary error correction schemes (e.g., read retry 141

and soft-decoding) as well [9], [10], [24]. 142

Fig. 3 shows that after endurance stress the read disturb gen- 143

erally increases the number of errors as expected from other 144

studies in this context [25], [26]. This behavior is related to an 145

over-programming of the memory cells that are not involved 146

by the read operation due a moderate voltage applied to uns- 147

elect them [27]. Looking at the median of the ECDFs per 148

page type it is observed that the CWs belonging to MSB 149

pages are those displaying the largest errors increase, even 150

if there are some CWs in LSB pages (those in the associated 151

ECDF tail) that are largely affected. However, the read disturb 152

post-endurance is not particularly detrimental for the reliabil- 153

ity since the ratio fail bits count/ECC capacity is well below 154

one and displays a sufficient margin for safe operation without 155

data corruption. 156

Fig. 4 shows the results of the same analysis replicated for 157

the retention domain. In the errors analysis we also reported 158

the ECDFs retrieved on the first readout of the memory blocks 159

under test to evaluate the impact of the TRE, as discussed 160

in the Section II of this work. We interestingly observe that 161

the read disturb applied post-retention can recover part of the 162

errors in a CW for all TLC page types. This has been explained 163

in [26], by a charge redistribution mechanism occurring during 164
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Fig. 3. ECDFs per TLC page type of the fail bits count normalized with
respect to the ECC capacity in post-endurance stress and after the applica-
tion of the read disturb. The ECDFs are extracted from all tested 3D NAND
Flash CWs.

Fig. 4. ECDFs per TLC page type of the of the fail bits count normalized with
respect to the ECC capacity in post-retention stress and after the application
of the read disturb. The effect of the TRE is also evidenced in the figure.

the read operation. From the reliability standpoint, we note165

that the retention scenario is the most critical to address since166

the ratio fail bits count/ECC capacity can be greater than one167

(especially for MSB pages), thus hampering the data recovery168

operations.169

Besides the errors’ distribution characterization according170

to the TLC page type, we analyzed what is the contribution of171

the topological position (i.e., the layer position in a 3D NAND172

Flash block) on the fail bits count after the application of the173

read disturb. Fig. 5 shows the results of this investigation for174

the read disturb post-retention test case. We focus on this stress175

condition since it is the one triggering the highest number176

of errors during tests. We can note a large error variability177

among layers in a single 3D NAND Flash block after the post-178

retention read disturb and on top of this, there is a large error179

Fig. 5. Fail bits count normalized with respect to the ECC capacity char-
acteristics per TLC page type as a function of layer position in a 3D NAND
Flash block after read disturb post-retention. The ECC limit is highlighted for
clarity with the black dashed line.

variation between LSB pages and CSB/MSB pages. This is 180

a critical aspect that should be tackled by a statistical model 181

developed to capture errors characteristics. Finally, to better 182

understand the role of the read disturb on the errors count 183

and therefore on the memory reliability we have calculated 184

the error amplification (EA) factor as: 185

EA(i) = ERD(i)

EPRE(i)
(1) 186

where i is the layer position in the block from 0 to N −1 with 187

N the number of layers exploited in the manufacturing of the 188

3D NAND Flash chip, ERD is the number of errors post-read 189

disturb and EPRE the number of errors pre-read disturb. The 190

EA is calculated both for endurance and retention test cases. 191

Even if the endurance case is the one showing the largest EA, 192

we must report once again that such scenario is not critical 193

for the memory reliability since the errors amount remains 194

always well below the ECC limits. On the contrary, even if 195

the EA is below unity for post-retention read disturb, there are 196

some critical conditions on which the errors count is higher 197

than the ECC capacity and are worth to be modeled for future 198

reliability considerations. 199

IV. STANDARD STATISTICAL MODELING APPROACH 200

The common procedure adopted for modeling the fail bits 201

count, and in general for all the parametric statistical frame- 202

works applied to 3D NAND Flash data, is to fit the entire 203

ECDF retrieved in a specific working condition. For our 204

study case this is after a read disturb stress performed after 205

endurance or after data retention at high temperature. The 206

advantage of such parametric approach is to achieve a rapid 207

estimation of the ECC capacity to cover errors and proven 208

to be useful in many cases. The statistical modeling of CWs 209

fail bits count distribution bases on the assumption that the 210

corrupted bits in a CW are treated as independent events. By 211

considering a CW length of n bytes, it is possible to calculate 212
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Fig. 6. EA factor for read disturb calculated as a function of the layer
position in the memory block in endurance (a) and retention (b) test cases.

the probability of having k errors in the CW exhibiting a BER213

p using the binomial distribution probability density function214

as in [4]:215

y = Perror(k|n, p) =
(

n

k

)
pk(1 − p)n−k (2)216

However, considering that in 3D NAND Flash technology217

n (equal to 4 Kbytes plus spare bits in our work) is relatively218

larger than k and p is usually lower than 2 × 10−2, the bino-219

mial approach starts to fail. Some alternative distributions like220

the beta-binomial [28], the Gamma [29], the Gamma-Poisson221

compound [6], or the Weibull [30] have been in considera-222

tion by the literature due to their capability in accounting the223

intrinsic variability of the memory technology. The easiest to224

calculate with software tools for numerical analysis are the225

Gamma and the Weibull distributions. The former is based on226

the following probability density function:227

y = Perror(λ|α, β) = λα−1

�(α)βα
e
−

(
λ
β

)
(3)228

where λ is calculated as n · p, α is the shape factor, and β is229

the scale factor of the distribution. The latter is:230

y = Perror(k|α, β) = β

α

(
k

α

)β−1

e
−

(
k
α

)β

(4)231

with α and β being the shape and the scale factor of the232

distribution, respectively.233

Unfortunately, due to the extreme variability characteristic234

of the fail bits retrieved in different locations of a 3D NAND235

Flash chip (see Fig. 5), both statical models (Gamma and236

Weibull) do not pass the χ2 goodness-of-fit test (p-value = 0).237

One may still argue that even if the models do not pass the238

test, they are still valid for predictions of the ECDF distribu-239

tion tails, whose practical applications are the selection of the240

ECC capacity to cover errors or the evaluation of the reliabil-241

ity margin. To this extent, we run a cross-validation test using242

a Holdout methodology where 70% of the CWs tested in the243

experiments are used for training the statistical models and the244

remainder 30% are used for testing its prediction accuracy. On 245

a total of 1000 cross-validation splits, none of them passed 246

the goodness-of-fit test. Analyzing the histogram count (see 247

Fig. 7) of the fail bits count/ECC capacity and the resulting 248

fits of the statistical models, we evidence an underestima- 249

tion/overestimation of the empirical data distribution, possibly 250

hampering the selection of the correct ECC capacity or its 251

margin. The Gamma distribution performs better with respect 252

to the Weibull, but still do not pass any statistical test. Same 253

considerations can be drawn by looking at the Cumulative 254

Distribution Function (CDF) modeled by the two statistical 255

models. As in 3D NAND Flash reliability modeling we are 256

mainly interested in the low probability tail of the errors dis- 257

tribution (i.e., extreme events), we need a framework capable 258

to handle only that part of the empirical data. 259

V. THE POT METHOD FOR READ DISTURB EVA 260

A. Introducing the POT-GPD 261

Motivated by this, we explored a statistical framework 262

related to EVA [18] that is commonly used in tail data anal- 263

ysis, namely the POT. By considering each 3D NAND Flash 264

CW as a sequence of i.i.d. measurements x1, x2, . . ., xn, we 265

can define as extreme events all the CWs that exceed a defined 266

error threshold u for which we can define an exceedance as: 267

{xi : xi ≥ u}. (5) 268

If the exceedances are labeled as x(1), . . ., x(k), it is possible 269

to define a threshold excess as: 270

yj = x(j) − u j = 1, . . . , k. (6) 271

From the probability theory it is proven that a random vari- 272

able Yi based on the threshold excesses follows a GPD [18]. 273

For a large enough threshold u, we can write its probability 274

density function as: 275

f (y) = σ−1
(

1 + ξy

σ

)−1−ξ−1

(7) 276

with the parameters ξ and σ being the distribution shape and 277

scale factors, respectively. 278

B. Threshold Choice 279

The most critical operation in POT-GPD statistical modeling 280

is the extrapolation of the best threshold to apply. The selec- 281

tion of an optimal threshold within a region of interest (ROI) 282

requires a bias-variance trade-off and a knowledge of the 283

ECC capabilities offered in the 3D NAND Flash data recov- 284

ery processes. If the chosen model threshold is too low, the 285

results are biased because of the model asymptotic assumption 286

being invalid. In other words, a too low threshold will result in 287

having exceedances not converging to the GPD, since the prob- 288

ability distribution is based on its capability of fitting extreme 289

events [31]. On the other hand, if the threshold is too high, the 290

variance is large due to few exceedances. In [32], it is stated 291

that the threshold must be high enough for the exceedances 292

over threshold to converge to the GPD, while the sample size 293

should be large enough to ensure that there are enough data 294
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Fig. 7. Gamma and Weibull distributions exploited to fit the fail bits count/ECC capacity distribution on all the CWs measured after read disturb post-retention
stress.

points left for satisfactory determination of the GPD param-295

eters. Additionally, in [33] it is evidenced that the standard296

practice when choosing a threshold, is to select the lowest297

threshold possible for which the limit model (i.e., the GPD)298

provides a reasonable approximation for the exceedances.299

A method to identify the correct threshold lies in the use of300

the mean residual life (MRL) plot combined with the stability301

plots of the GPD parameters. Concerning the former, the locus302

of points defined as:303

{(
u,

1

nu

nu∑
i=1

(
x(i) − u

))
: u < xmax

}
(8)304

where x(1), . . ., x(nu) are the nu CWs exceeding the threshold305

u and xmax is the largest of the xi, should be approximately306

linear in a ROI of u to define a proper threshold. For the latter,307

it is important to check whether the estimated GPD parameters308

are stable (i.e., constant) in the ROI, but after the following309

transformation of the GPD scale parameter [18]:310

σ ∗ = σ − ξu. (9)311

It is also important to check whether the threshold is mean-312

ingful for reliability investigations. To this extent, since all313

our fail bits count data are normalized with respect to the314

ECC capacity we decided to set the threshold u = 1. Every315

exceedance will therefore represent an unrecoverable CW316

and therefore a reliability concern in storage applications.317

Please note that in our study case we set the ECC capacity318

matching that offered by state-of-the-art correction engines.319

Retrospectively, we evaluated that such choice also grants a320

good number of exceedances where to apply the POT-GPD fit.321

Fig. 8 shows the validation of the threshold choice proce-322

dure for read disturb post-retention data. Since this scenario323

represents a critical case for the reliability, surely more than324

the read disturb post-endurance as evidenced in the previous325

sections of the work, we will base all our investigations on326

this corner.327

Fig. 8. (a) Mean residual life plot with a region of interest (ROI) highlighted.
(b) and (c) Stability plots of GPD parameters. The CWs data are from post-
retention read disturb tests [17].

C. Extending the EVA With POT-Weibull 328

The POT approach can be complemented with any probabil- 329

ity distribution that can embed the concept of threshold. The 330

GPD has been proven as one of the best statistical tools that 331

fits all the modeling excesses problems, although this is not 332

the only one. The Weibull distribution can be another viable 333

approach, but not in the form of eq. (4). Indeed, the threshold 334

concept must be included as in the following: 335

f (y) = β

α

(
y − u

α

)β−1

e
−

(
y−u
α

)β

(10) 336

where α and β are the same parameters defined in eq. (4), 337

and u is the threshold defined in the previous section. This 338

distribution is also referred as a three-parameters Weibull [34] 339

that we will use as a benchmark for the GPD. 340
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Fig. 9. (a) PDF and (b) CDF of the POT-GPD and POT-Weibull distributions
devised in the modeling of the read disturb post-retention CW exceedances
over threshold.

TABLE I
POT-GPD AND POT-WEIBULL PARAMETERS ESTIMATE ON READ

DISTURB POST-RETENTION DATA USING THRESHOLD u = 1

VI. ESTIMATING DIE-LEVEL RELIABILITY341

A. Fitting Process and Model Cross-Validation342

After the threshold choice process for read disturb post-343

retention data we evaluated the capability of the POT-GPD344

and POT-Weibull models to fit the exceedances of the CWs345

error distribution. In Fig. 9, we demonstrate that both the346

probability density function (PDF) and the CDF obtained347

through maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) well-fit the348

experimental data. Both models nicely describes the data. The349

estimated GPD parameters ξ̂ and σ̂ and the Weibull α̂ and350

β̂ are reported in Table I. We run a goodness-of-fit χ2 test351

with 0.05 confidence level to prove that the exceedances can352

be described with both POT approaches. The test passed with353

a p-value = 0.29 for POT-GPD and with a p-value = 0.21 for354

POT-Weibull (the higher the p-value the better it is), so there355

is no evidence to discard this statistical hypothesis.356

B. Calculating the POT Return Level357

We put the POT models at work to predict the die-level358

reliability of a 3D NAND Flash chip in the read disturb post-359

retention context starting with a limited number of blocks360

measured by our experimental setup. The goal of this pro-361

cess can be helpful as an example for system designers that362

requires a fast evaluation of the technological capabilities363

of the memory under test without requiring many empirical364

measurements.365

The POT-GPD method enables such reliability assessment366

through the return level evaluation [31], [33]. The return level367

and the return period are two important concepts in the POT368

theory, thus requiring proper introduction. If we define a return369

period N of a CW that is measured in quantity of 3D NAND 370

Flash memory blocks, the return level, x, is the threshold that 371

is exceeded in one memory block with probability 1
N . This 372

is equivalent to claim that the return level x is exceeded on 373

average once in N blocks. As an example, a CW with a fail bits 374

count/ECC capacity ratio equal to 1.1 has a return period of 3 375

blocks if and only if the probability of observing a CW whose 376

fail bits count/ECC capacity ratio higher than 1.1 in a block 377

is 1
3 . In the POT theory, the return period is calculated as: 378

N = number of CWs exceeding the threshold

total number of CWs measured in blocks︸ ︷︷ ︸
average number of exceedances per block

×m

︸ ︷︷ ︸
expected number of exceedances in m blocks

(11) 379

From the previous equation, it follows that N is the number 380

of events over threshold between the occurrence of two con- 381

secutive CWs, both with a return period of m blocks. Hence, 382

1
N (i.e., the return level) is the probability of observing a CW 383

with a return period of m blocks in one block. If we choose the 384

CDF F(x) of a specified probability distribution (i.e., the GPD 385

or the Weibull used in the POT method) and F(x) = 1 − 1
N , 386

then F(x) is the probability of observing any CW with a fail 387

bits count/ECC capacity ratio less than or equal to x in one 388

block. 389

Starting from that, we assumed that a 3D NAND Flash die 390

is composed by 3000 blocks and then we estimated the return 391

level per block in the case of the GPD distribution as: 392

xm = u + σ̂

ξ̂

[(
mζ̂u

)ξ̂ − 1

]
(12) 393

where m is the block number, ζ̂u is the probability to have an 394

exceedance when a threshold u is considered, and σ̂ and ξ̂ are 395

the estimated parameters of the GPD distribution. In the case 396

of a Weibull distribution the previous return level equation 397

becomes: 398

xm = u + α̂

[
log

(
mζ̂u

)1/β̂
]

(13) 399

where α̂ and β̂ are the estimated parameters of the three- 400

parameters Weibull distribution, respectively. 401

The results in Fig. 10 for read disturb post-retention mea- 402

surements evidence the return level to be expected for 3000 403

blocks also considering the 95% confidence interval for the 404

GPD and Weibull distributions parameters estimates. From 405

the return level analysis, we infer two results: i) the empir- 406

ical data falls out of the POT-Weibull return level confidence 407

interval for some points; ii) for a high number of blocks, the 408

POT-GPD provides an optimistic estimation of the return level 409

with respect to the POT-Weibull (lower fail bits count/ECC 410

capacity ratio) while providing a larger return level confidence 411

interval. We also run a cross-validation test using a Holdout 412

methodology where 70% of the CWs tested in the experiments 413

are used for training the statistical models and the remain- 414

der 30% are used for testing the POT models. On a total of 415

1000 cross-validation splits we report that the median p-value 416

of the POT-GPD approach is slightly higher than that of the 417

POT-Weibull, justifying the better prediction capabilities of the 418

former model. 419
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Fig. 10. Return level estimate for read disturb post-endurance of the POT-
GPD and the POT-Weibull model with 95% confidence interval.

Fig. 11. Boxplot of the cross-validation splits performed for POT-GPD and
POT-Weibull methods.

All these results clearly indicate that in mass storage420

application like SSDs and MMCs, where many blocks are421

considered for high storage capacity, advanced protection con-422

cerning the read disturb post-retention must be ensured since it423

is highly probable to encounter an unfavorable situation (i.e.,424

unrecoverable errors) in some of the blocks constituting the425

memory die. This requires additional effort at system level to426

mitigate the 3D NAND Flash error probability.427

C. Bootstrapping the POT Estimates428

Since the POT-GPD and the POT-Weibull parameters429

are obtained through an MLE process we had to retrieve430

their confidence interval through a bootstrap analysis of the431

parameters with 1000 replica of the exceedances’ dataset.432

A single bootstrap replica is a random sample of size nu433

defined as (x∗
1, x∗

2, . . . , x∗
nu) drawn with replacement from the434

exceedances population of nu samples retrieved with the pro-435

cedure described in the former section of this work. In this436

case, the bootstrap data set consists of members of the original437

data set, some appearing zero times, some appearing once or438

multiple times. Fig. 12 shows a quantile-quantile plot proving439

a normal distribution of the POT-GPD parameters on which440

Fig. 12. Bootstrap simulation on the GPD parameters by resampling 1000
times the exceedances CW in the read disturb post-retention dataset [17].

Fig. 13. Standard deviation in return level estimates depending on the chosen
resampling technique. Solid lines are read disturb post-endurance data whereas
dashed lines are post-retention.

it is easy to extract the confidence interval. Similar results 441

(not shown) are achieved for the POT-Weibull. Nevertheless, 442

we must report that this procedure has some issues in the 443

lower quantiles of the normal distribution. This is ascribed 444

to the MLE process convergence to a boundary point of the 445

parameters space for some bootstrap samples. 446

Finally, we tried another resampling technique to check if 447

we would achieve consistent results in the POT-GPD and 448

POT-Weibull parameters estimation, namely the Jack-knife 449

resampling. In this technique, if the original dataset of nu 450

exceedances is employed, the i − th jack-knife sample is 451

defined as: 452

x(i) = (x1; . . . ; xi−1; xi+1; . . . ; xnu) i = 1; . . . ; nu. (14) 453

A calculation of this method has been performed with a 454

commercial tool for matrix data manipulation. To compare the 455

prediction accuracy for both resampling technique we plotted 456

the standard deviation of the return level predictions as a func- 457

tion of the return level calculated with (12). As we can see 458

in Fig. 13, the jack-knife resampling provides the smallest 459
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standard deviation for estimates (there is a difference up to460

40 times at die level prediction) performed for read disturb461

post-retention. This result is attributed to a small variation of462

the new generated samples (the replica datasets differ for a463

single value). To this extent, Jack-knife resampling technique464

is not well suited to be used together with the POT approach,465

since generated replicas are not so different, hence, estima-466

tions based on these samples differ slightly and could lead to467

optimistic predictions.468

VII. CONCLUSION469

In this work, we validated the POT methodology as a tech-470

nique for EVA to be applied on a study case like the read471

disturb reliability modeling in 3D NAND Flash memories.472

The effectiveness of the model proven its applicability in473

die level reliability predictions of the number of errors per474

CW in an important scenario like the post-retention use case.475

The methodology could be beneficial for storage system level476

designers dealing with error mitigation schemes. In future, we477

plan to apply the methodology to consider other 3D NAND478

Flash reliability threats and to model extreme events in SSD479

platforms studied at architectural level.480
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